
Present Perfect Passive Form

Name: Result: Date: __/20  __/__/20__

Your principles ___________________ in the crucible of time, and have
come out pure.
1.

(test)

In nomenclature a conservative course ___________________.2. (adopt)

I go through life stiff and straight, do my duty cheerfully; my cheeks are
rosy, my food has a relish, yet I ___________________ to resign what was
dearest to me.

3.

(oblige)

In short, after the main public necessities _____________________ to, it
will be seen that the laws, instead of acting upon the masses, receive their
impulse from them; the populations adapt the law to themselves and not
themselves to the law.

4.

(attend)

Napoleon was deeply affected; and it ________________ that that letter,
and Josephine's emotion as she read it, had a powerful effect upon his
feelings, already so much excited by admiration.

5.

(say)

We ____________________ by the belligerents to the very wall, and all
further retreat is impracticable.
6.

(press)

Erskine _____________________ here, and has done good.7. (reprint)

Other than the corrections noted by hover information, printer's spelling
and hyphenation usage _____________________.
8.

(retain)

That the secret ________________________, is the very best of proof that
it is, in fact, a secret.
9.

(not/divulge)

Printer's errors ______________________, all other inconsistencies are
as in the original.
10.

(correct)

The honor of my house _______________________; I believe you to be
the guilty person; at least you are now in the secret; and you can hardly
wonder if I request you to wipe out the stain.

11.

(compromise)
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When the infernal ingenuity that is exercised on these occasions fails of
its effect, the captives themselves __________________ to suggest other
means of torturing that they have known practised successfully by their own
people.

12.

(hear)

It may be well to explain how the calculation ________________ for the
third column.
13.

(make)

The writer ______________________ print by the Scotch with being a
Norfolk man.
14.

(check in)

The singular relations between electricity and nerve-force, relations which
it _____________________ to interpret as meaning identity, in the face of
palpable differences, require still more extended studies.

15.

(attempt)

It ____________________ that a skilful workman, with fitting tools and
measures, would find it very difficult to make cells of wax of the true form,
though this is perfectly effected by a crowd of bees working in a dark hive.

16.

(remark)

She ______________________________ as young persons of higher
position in life are brought up, and does not belong in the humble station in
which we find her.

17.

(train/and/teach)

Hundreds of their golden jewels __________________ in their graves,
but probably these were made and buried two or three centuries before the
time of Ulysses.

18.

(find)

But usury _____________________ by law.19. (abrogate)

Their estates ______________________ by the grant and improvement
of lands in Ireland, and they have been recently restored to the honors of the
peerage.

20.

(increase)
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